The Power of Pinterest: Promote Your
Business through Photographs
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Make your content go viral and get your business idea noticed with Pinterest!

No one, no longer needs to worry about carrying and maintaining bulky three-ring binders, photo
albums, or planners to keep up with wedding planning, DIY hacks, art portfolios, or favorite recipes
thanks to Pinterest boarding the social media bandwagon. This digital soft board comes in handy to pin
and retain your favorite ideas without searching for a pen, but more importantly, Pinterest can be an
excellent platform to market your business ideas and augment your social media presence through the
power of visuals. After all, a picture is worth a thousand words, and Pinterest uses just that to be an
effective player on your social media marketing team.

Preparing You for Your Pinning Success

Although Pinterest now offers a separate business account, you can begin with creating a regular one, or
save yourself the hassle by logging in through your Facebook account. Pinterest uses the term ‘boards’
to describe the different categories of images shared by its users. For example, if you are into event
planning, you may create a ‘DIY Hacks’ board and pin some interesting and inspiring images of DIY
wedding favors. You can create Boards for any conceivable topic, from hairstyles to desserts to healthy
eating recipes and inundate it with catchy pins from Facebook, Instagram, popular social media websites

like BuzzFeed, and other Pinterest users. Choose to follow a particular business, an individual, or a
specific board, the possibilities are endless.

Pin to Market!
Follow these quick tips to make your marketing strategy more impactful on Pinterest:

Know the seasonal trends to make your pins more appealing to the audience
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Before you start pinning, take some inspiration from Buzzfeed’s success story, as narrated by Pinterest.

Start now by pinning exclusively for 2015 and the winter season. Gain some attention by pinning mouthwatering recipes for the winter season, professional beauty and baking hacks, tantalizing images of your
restaurant’s newest dishes for 2015, or the latest celebrity fashion trends.

Experimenting is a smart strategy

While your boards and pins should be able to reflect your industry and business idea, get noticed by
experimenting with an assortment of interesting boards. You may be operating in the health industry or
in interior decor, that doesn’t matter. What matters is that you can spark interest through Pinterest by
thinking out of the box and trying out funny posts, famous quotes, arts and crafts, or even Disneyinspired pins. Experimenting with different posts will let you see what resonates with people and enable
you to design your product and marketing strategies accordingly.

Add custom images to your posts to make
them more ‘pinnable’
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Your recipe post is more likely to be visited if it is
topped by a mouth-watering picture. Similarly,
there are more chances of the audience visiting
your tourism website through a breathtaking
picture of Greek Islands on your “Honeymoon”
board. Just add a ‘Pin It’ or ‘Follow us on Pinterest’
button to the image to get your post viral and your
social media presence felt.

Mobile friendly Content = Business
friendly Content
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Around 70% visits from Pinterest to other websites
are on mobile devices. When choosing Pinterest as
your social media marketing platform, make sure
your mobile site loads as fast as your full website. A
mobile site optimized for pinning can potentially
become your secret marketing weapon to attract
traffic to your business website.

Your brand is best portrayed through its visual images and ideas that bounce from these digital soft
boards often tend to go viral on other social networks too. In addition to being a referral traffic driver,
Pinterest can also serve as a source of inspiration to achieve your business goals. Thus, when it comes
to online visual presence, the power of Pinterest stays unparalleled!

